
History

Shilba optical devices brand has its origins in a small factory of handcrafted assembly near Osaka, Japan.
In 1975, Argentinian technicians from the company travelled to Japan to seek somebody to manufacture a good quality and 
a�ordable optical scope.

The device was aimed at hare hunters, who used simple .22 LR semiautomatic carbines to hunt this species which was 
considered a plague but its meat was exported, mainly to Germany, at a very pro�table price.It was an important market growing 
rapidly and thousands of hunters hunted these rodents, which seemed to breed constantly, every winter,with commercial 
purposes. The vast territory of the Argentinian pampas, the quality of its soil and the benevolent weather were the ideal 
environment for all types of farming and these vermin were a threat to crops.
The �rst two basic 4 x 32 and 4 x 40 models were an immediate success and the �rst batch of 2000 units was sold out in less than 
60 days only through the word of mouth. It was clear that there had appeared a good vision scope at a very good price that 
made it a�ordable in comparison with the expensive American and European models and which enormously helped to the 
accuracy of every shot.
Its success was not only seen in the buying of more units, but also in the development of more models as well as its use in 
shooting sports which was boosted by its own users.

Some years later, in 1981, the owners of the small Japanese factory decided to retire due to their age and lack of heirs and sold 
the brand Shilba, their knowledge and contacts to the current owners knowing that it would mean a rebirth of the brand.
Shilbajapanese technology and quality optics were applied more and more to a vast range of products and soon 
binoculars,spotting scopes and astronomic telescopes appeared. The volume of products rapidly exceeded the needs of the 
Argentine domestic market and, in the year 2000, they started to be exported to neighbouring countries in Latin America.
In 2004, and after the creation of a complete range of reticle 4 with 30 mms tube scopes , the most used in Europe, these scopes 
began to be sold in Spain, a country with a great hunting tradition which rapidly adopted the brand and is today one of the main 
buyers and centres of ditribution of the products towards other countries in the European market.
Nowadays, we can assert that in every new market that opens, the acceptance is guaranteed. Its perfect �nish, excellent 
price-quality balance and its absolute warranty on all models make Shilba an intelligent option.

OPTICAL ACCURACY
Each piece is tested and controlled under strict conditions to achieve a �nal product that gives a 
clear, brilliant and high contrast image in any light condition.

PRODUCTS
The range of products includes:
Optical scopes, binoculars, slams, laser sights, red dot and RGG sights, collimators, range �nders, 
astronomic telescopes and accesories.

WHY CHOOSING SHILBA
Perfect PRICE-QUALITY balance (more quality for the price).
Total warranty in all products, from the most accesible to the most expensive lines.
Possibility of creating special or exclusive lines or products adapted to the needs of every 
market.
An own Art & Design Department that makes it possible to create graphic material specially 
designed to meet the needs of every customer.




